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Abstract
In new decade new coronavirus emerged. By August 2020, there is no
accepted antiviral drug or antibody against COVID-19. COVID-19 (SARSCoV-2) has nucleic acid sequence similarity 96% with bat coronavirus, 79.6%
SARS-CoV-1. SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV-1 have common human hostcell ACE2 receptor. This similarity helps for effective vaccine and antibody
development. At Wuhan, China, convalescent plasma therapy achieved 70%
recovery results. ABO blood group susceptibility study revealed O blood
group were very low risk whereas A were at high risk against COVID-19. ABO
natural antibodies have positive effect to slowdown COVID-19 in less hygienic
environment (less developed) regions. Isolation of specific antibody from EBV
transformed B-lymphocyte recovered patients is encouraged. Production of
potent neutralizing antibody and vaccine is required. We identified the sensitive
immunogenic amino acid segment (318-510) in S1-protein domain that contains
important and essential amino acids including cysteine, glutamic acid and
aspartic acid, which associated with ACE2 expression.
Keywords: Monoclonal antibody; COVID-19; Spiked protein; ACE2; ABO
blood group

Introduction

indeed its mortality rate is unknown yet [8].

In the end of 2019, early of 2020 unknown pneumonia caused
very contagious pathogen was reported at Wuhan City, Hubei
province, China. Novel corona virus in respiratory specimens
was detected by next generation sequencing or real-time RT-PCR
methods [1]. Chinese scientist released the complete sequenced
of the novel corona virus (WH-Human_1) on January 10, 2020
and it is freely online available in the Gene Bank [2]. International
Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) named the virus severe
acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). Later
on, the World Health Organization (WHO) was official named the
novel coronavirus as COVID-19. There are four type of corona virus:
α-coronavirus (α-COV), β-coronavirus (β-COV), δ-coronavirus
(δ-COV) and γ-coronavirus (γ-COV). This novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) is belonging to β-coronavirus, which is the most
cosmopolitan virus in nature. Coronavirus is an RNA virus with
single strand and about 80-120 nm in diameter [3]. Before the end
of 2019, there were 6 known coronavirus infect human and cause
respiratory diseases. Of those six corona virus 229E, OC43, NL63,
HKU, SARS‐CoV-1 and MERS‐CoV; SARS-Co-V-2 (COVID-19)
became the seventh human corona virus and globally pandemic in
2020 [4]. The genomic sequence analysis of the novel corona virus
revealed that the genomic sequence similarity shared with bat SARS
coronavirus (SARSr-CoV-RaTG13) 96% [5] and SARS-CoV-1
(about 79%) and MERS-CoV (about 50%). Bat may be an important
natural reservoir of the virus. Moreover, Phylogenetic analysis and
homology modeling revealed that COVID-19 had a similar receptorbinding domain structure to that of SARS-CoV-1, despite amino acid
variation at some key residues [6,7]. The infectivity and transmission
rate of COVID-19 is higher than that of SARS and MRES coronavirus

Human beings are confronting a pandemic by COVID-19, due to
the reason that the virus is new pathogen. So far, there are no licensed
vaccines or antibodies. Convalescence serum based therapy from fully
recovered COVID-19 patient is one of the best options for immediate
therapy. In China Wuhan, the convalescent serum able to recovered
70% against COVID-19 patients. A scientific study from the previous
outbreak of SARS-COV-1 enzyme‐linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) and Western blot neutralization assay results confirmed that
the anti‐SARS antibodies taken from the convalescent serum enabled
neutralized the virus [9]. The genomic sequence result indicated that
this new virus (SARS-COV-2) shared the same receptors with the
previous SARS-COV-1) virus [6]. Thus identify the receptor cells
and produce vaccine and monoclonal antibody against COVID-19
is important. In recent years, technology of monoclonal antibody
become a powerful tool in diagnostic and therapeutic of various
human Cancer and virus including Nipah, Ebola, Chikungunya, Zika,
Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV), Severe
Acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV-1) and more
recently novel coronavirus or SARS-CoV-2) [10,11]. The relationship
between the ABO Blood group and the COVID-19 susceptibility
was reported [12]. This has relationship with the antibody found in
plasma, which indicated that the natural antibody found in the blood
plasma could inhibit the interaction of the virus to its host receptor
cell entry gate [13]. In this article, we suggests that convalescent serum
from fully recovered COVID-19 patients as an immediate therapy can
aligned with ABO blood group COVID-19 non-susceptible ( lower
risk) individuals. Most importantly, identify the immunogenic parts
of the new pathogen (COVID-19) would lead to produce effective
monoclonal antibody and vaccine.
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COVID-19 as Global Pandemic
In the new decade, new coronavirus become a big challenge to our
world. In 21st century COVID-19 come to be one the most contagious
and world threat coronavirus pathogens [14]. In the last month of
2019, COVID-19 case was reported from China, Wuhan. Wuhan is
the most populous city in central China with a population exceeding
11 million [15]. Later on, COVID-19 confirmed cases increased more
than 10 times cases SARSCoV-1 and MERS. COVID-19 moved very
fast from endemic to epidemic finally World Health Organization
(WHO) declared march 11, 2020 COVID-19 as pandemic to the world
[16]. On July 26, 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic cases distributed to
almost all over the countries globally. In worldwide, based on WHO
July 2020 report over 15 million peoples were infected by COVID-19.
It is increasing very fast every day and over 600 thousands of lives
are lost. In China, Wuhan where the epicenter of the COVID-19 was
lockdown for about 76 days. In China, the COVID-19 cases showed
decreasing significantly, with the high recovery rate although there is
no licensed antiviral drug or vaccine consistently applied. This time
it is necessary the entire world work together and defeat COVID-19
pandemic. Since July 2020, the COVID-19 is increased in alarming
rates. Large number of cases was reported from Europeans, North
Americans and Africana countries. This time, low-income countries
mainly African and South Asian need to get ready and save lives by
slow down the circulation of the virus. To Combat COVID-19 drastic
action should be taken, there is no time to waste.

Convalescent Plasma as Possible Therapy
against COVID-19
Emil von Behring discovered serum therapy. In 1901, he received
the noble prize award for his work use in the treatment serum
diphtheria antitoxin [17]. By that time, he was widely known as a
savior of children, because as diphtheria was the major cause of child
death. Scientific studies indicated that SARS-CoV-2 has a genome
size of ~30 kilobases, like other coronaviruses, encodes for multiple
structural and non-structural proteins. The structural proteins
include the spike (S) protein, the envelope (E) protein, the membrane
(M) protein, and the nucleocapsid (N) protein. A set of B cell and T
cell epitopes derived from the spike (S) and nucleocapsid (N) proteins
were identified this might be helpful for effective antibody production
and vaccine design against COVID-19 [18]. SARS-CoV-2 and
SARS-CoV-1 shared a common human host-cell receptor protein,
angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) [19]. In 2009, intensive care
unit recruited H1N1 influenza virus infected patients shown that after
treatment with convalescent plasma reduced respiratory tract viral
load, serum cytokine response, and mortality [20]. The convalescent
serum plasma therapy experience of its efficacy and safety usage
was reported from previously outbake of Middle East respiratory
syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) [21]. The convalescent plasma
therapy has been used for the treatment SARS-CoV-1 patients in
2003 at Hong Kong which reported as good outcome [22].
In Taiwan, during 2003 SARS-CoV-1 outbreak, the convalescent
plasma taken from O blood type fully recovered patients for the
infected healthcare worker resulted in zero viral load after 24h
of transfusion. Moreover, after convalescent plasma therapy one
infected pregnant healthcare worker deliver healthy newborn baby
with positive anti-SARS-CoV1 IgG. Indicated that the possibility of
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com
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passive immunity transfer of anti-SARS-CoV-1 antibody from the
mother to the newborn [23].
Recently, it has been reported that discharged 23 patients in China
and were testing positive after recovering. The situation was as unclear.
Animal model based study was carrier out to reveals the reinfection
and relapse of COVID-19. After treatment with convalescent plasma
the pre-infected monkey showed neither viral load in nasopharyngeal
and anal swabs along timeline nor viral replication in all primary
tissue compartments at 5 days post-reinfection [24]. Generally, the
viremia peaks most probably is high in the first week of the viral
infection. Therefore, providing the convalescent plasma as early as
the viral infection would make it more effective [25,26].
In China where the epicenter of COVID-19, at currently in 2020
Convalescent plasma therapy has been used as a potential therapy
for SARS-CoV-2 infected sever patients. In china this able to cure 7
patients out of 10 patients. The procedure, important, profession and
all technical details experiences shared from China are in the reference
[25]. The recent study shown that the use of human convalescent
plasma is being considered as a potential option for the treatment of
COVID-19 [27]. The convalescent plasma therapy provides benefits
including neutralizing the virus, activating the innate immunity such
as cytokine storm, activating the complements, increase the CD4+ T
lymphocytes producing Interferon gamma (IFN-γ) [28].

ABO Blood Group Antibody Inhibition
the SARS Corona Virus Interaction with
ACE2 Host Receptors Cells as a Potential
for Treatment and Vaccine Development
against COVID-19
Susceptibility of peoples by SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) has
influenced by various factors. In recently, age and gender was
considered as a risk factor for susceptibility of COVID-19. Elderly
peoples, male and patients with preexisting severe diseases are
reported as vulnerable group by COVID-19 [1,29]. Moreover,
diabetes risk patients and immunocompromised cancer patients
have shown high chance of COVID-19 susceptibility and mortality
[30,31]. ABO blood group genetic factors shown significant effect
on the peoples susceptibility by COVID-19 [12]. From the previous
study, the association of ABO blood group and susceptibility to the
Hepatitis B Hepatitis C, HIV and SARS-CoV-1 viruses were reported
[32,33]. The ABO blood types that discovered by Karl Landsteiner is

Figure 1: ABO blood group. Relationship between the ABO Blood Group and
the COVID-19 Susceptibility [12].
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Figure 2: Mechanism of SARS-CoV-2 entry to the human host cell and inhibition by antibody. The virus attaches by its S1 spiked protein in to ACE2 receptors.
The host lymphocyte cells: CD4 + Immature T helper cells, activated CD8+ cytotoxic cells and natural killer (NK) cell (with large granules) provides primary defense
with its cellular immunity. The macrophages are differentiated from monocytes and serve as second line defense. The B cells secretes Ig (immunoglobulin) natural
antibody, which enabled inhibit the attachments of the virus with ACE2 receptors.

determined based on the carbohydrate epitopes which presents on the
surface of the human erythrocytes [12]. Studies reported form USA
and in recently from China, Wuhan from the 4 main blood groups A,
B, AB and O, group O is the most common one [12,34]. In 2003 SARSCoV-1 outbreak, the O blood group individuals were shown to have
very low infections as compared to non-O individuals. This is due the
ABO gene effect on the virus protection [33]. Surprisingly in the same
fashion, the recent study in China revealed that the people with blood
group A have a significantly higher risk for acquiring COVID-19
compared with non-A blood groups, whereas blood group O has a
significantly lower risk for the infection compared with non-O blood
groups [12,35]. The major reason was due to the potential natural
antibody found in the blood group O individuals could block the
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com

virus spiked protein interaction with the host angiotensin-converting
enzyme at the entry gate [13]. Moreover, blood group O has shown
less risk of infection with Hepatitis B and HIV virus whereas group
A are more prone to get Hepatitis B and HIV virus. This might be
the blood group O has the natural immune potential in in protecting
against blood-transmitted infection. Further genetic based detail
studies are needed [32].
From the structural protein of coronavirus the spiked glycoprotein
play very essential role in the entry of the corona virus in to the host
cells. The name of coronavirus also related by its S-protein have a
crown appearance which is derived their name; corona in Latin means
crowns. The spiked protein has the receptor-binding domain (RBD).
Austin Hematol 7(1): id1044 (2022) - Page - 03
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Figure 3: S1 subunit spiked protein SARS-CoV-1 amino acid residue domain.
aa: Amino Acid Residue; N: N-Terminal; C: C-Terminal.
Table 1: Neutralizing monoclonal antibodies against SRAS-CoV-1, SRAS-CoV-2 and their sensitive amino acid fragments.
Antibody name

Specific terminal, binding to specific amino acid domain, biding at S1-protein SARS-CoV-1 RBD

Cited in
reference

CR3022

C-Terminal RBD, 318-510 amino acid residue, Showed cross reactivity with SARS-CoV-2

[55]

F26G18

C-Terminal of RBD, 460-476 amino acid residues

[60]

N-Terminal of RBD, 12-261 amino acid residues, inhibiting the post-interaction in the viral penetration in vitro

[61]

4D4
CR3014
68
80R
F26G19
201
1A9
S230

C-terminal of RBD, 318-510 amino acid residues and 565 amino acid residue (high affinity) but do not showed cross reactive
to SARS-CoV-2

[55,57]

130-150 of the amino acid residues

[62]

C-Terminal of RBD, 426-492 amino acid residues, blocking the interaction of S1 subunit protein with cellular receptor ACE2
using 6 complementary determining region (CDR) in vitro and in vivo (Mouse

[63]

C-Terminal of RBD, 359-362, 391-392, 424-427 and 486-492 amino acid residues

[60]

C-Terminal of RBD, 490-510 amino acid residues,

[64]

Binding to the Heptad repeat (HR) loops including heptad repeat 1 (HR1) and heptad repeat 1 (HR2) domain on S2 fragment,
1111-1130 amino acid residues
Binding to epitopes partially overlapping with receptor binding motifs on B domain of SARS-CoV-1, Blocking the interaction of
S1 subunit protein with cellular receptor ACE2 in vitro

m396

C-Terminal, 482-491 amino acid residues

47D11

Full length S1subunit SARS-CoV-2, 1-681 amino acid residues

Thus, the virus use S-protein to bind its receptor with host cells by its
S1 subunit followed by fused the viral and hast cell membrane through
its S2 subunits [36,37]. S-proteins coronavirus are the large heavily
N-glycosylated proteins which mediate the interaction of the virus
with the host cell surface receptors [36,38]. Angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) is an entry receptor on human for SARS-CoV-2
and SARS-CoV-1 [13,19,39-41]. Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2) is an enzyme found in the outer surface cells such as nasal
mucosa, nasopharynx, lung, stomach, small intestine, colon, skin,
lymph nodes, thymus, bone marrow, spleen, liver, kidney, and brain.
ACE2 regulates the renin-angiotensin system, which has an important
role on regulation of blood pressure and heart functions [36,41-43].
The genomic sequence result of (COVID-19) SARS-CoV-2
has shown 79.6% identical with SARS-CoV-1 and 96% with bat
coronavirus respectively [44]. Furthermore, in vitro based recent
experimental study using the ACE recombinant protein and ACE2
expressing cell lines indicated that the SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV-1
showed the similar binding affinity to the host ACE2 receptor [19].
S-protein has very essential role to produce a potentially effective
antibody and vaccine. Recently the receptor-biding domain (RBM)
in the S-protein apparently amino acid residue (Gln493) provides
favorable interactions with human ACE2, which enabled the virus for
human cell infections. This might be related the infectivity potential
of the COVID-19 [45]. The amino acid sequence result analysis of
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com

[65,66]
[67]
[58,60]
[59]

SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 SAR showed that similarity 75% in
S-protein, 73.7% in receptor-biding domain (RBM) and 50% receptor
binding motif (RBM) [19]. Since the COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) and
SARS-CoV-1 showed sequence similarity, identify the common
cross-reactive epitopes (CREs) is the key point. The shared CREs is
similar epitope regions on the antigen surface among viruses that
can be bound or neutralized by the same antibodies. Interestingly,
very similar epitope was identified in between COVID-19 and SARSCoV-1 at the biding site of S-protein with human ACE2 receptor
[45]. Recently, robust anti-ACE-2 Blocking antibody showed limited
binding and neutralization activity against SARS-CoV-1. However,
anti-ACE2 non-blocking SARS CoV-1 antibody showed positive
cross-neutralizing activities to SARS-CoV-2. Indeed the reason
is unknown yet [19]. This might be due to the RBD conserved
immunogenic part that antibody able to recognize in SARS-CoV-1
and the SARS-CoV-2. This provides a scientific evidence to develop a
potent antibody or vaccine based on RBD against COVID-19.
Histo-blood group antigens which are responsible for ABO
blood group are highly expressed on epithelial cells and many other
normal cells [46]. In the same fashion, epithelial cells of respiratory
and digestive tracts are the main site for replication of SARSCoV-2 and SARS-CoV-1 [6,43]. Thus, SARS-CoV can produce
the ABH carbohydrate epitope in the epithelia cells. S-protein of
virions produced by either A or B individuals could be decorated
with A or B carbohydrate epitopes, respectively. Naturally, with
Austin Hematol 7(1): id1044 (2022) - Page - 04
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unknown reason we human acquired natural anti-histo-blood group
antibodies. These natural antibodies from blood group O, B, and
A individuals could bind to the S-protein and block its interaction
with ACE2. Surprisingly, O blood group individual showed very
low risk of infection by COVID-19 and SARS-CoV-1 as compared
with non-O blood group [12,33,47]. The major reason is that the O
blood group individuals have anti-A and anti-B antibodies in plasma.
Interestingly, the plasma contained high anti-A antibody titer able
to inhibit the S-protein interacting with ACE2 receptors [13]. This
indicated that ABO polymorphism has significant effect of the SARSCoV outbreak further more study is needed to produce broadly
neutralizing antibody and vaccine.
Green fluorescent tagged the C-terminal of S-protein was
expressed in Chinese hamster ovary cells cotransfected with an
α1,2-fucosyltransferase and an A-transferase (antigen A) in order to
coexpress the S-glycoprotein ectodomain. The vitro result showed
that anti-A monoclonal antibody and anti-A natural antibody from
O blood group inhibited ACE2 and S-protein of SARS-CoV-1
interaction [13,48]. Furthermore, convalescent plasma therapy
taken from O blood group result in better recovery including for
pregnant woman [23]. In recently, SARS-CoV-2 S- protein peptide
is identified in human leukocyte antigen (HLA) complexes. The
protein glycosylation has role in the adaptive immune response; this
could leads for development of potential antibody and vaccine [49].
Therefore, furthermore studies based on this evidence are suggested.
The potential of natural antibody in human varies from person
to person. The natural antibodies possibly decrease over years in
developed countries due to good environmental and person hygiene.
Peoples who lived in less developed countries may elicit good
natural antibodies. Plasma taken from O blood group with high
anti-A antibody dramatically inhibits the interaction of S-protein
with ACE2. However, Plasma from O blood group with low anti-A
antibody did not inhibit S-protein and ACE2 in cell adhesion assay
[13]. ABO blood group based intervention of the COVID-19 may
slowdown the fast spread the outbreak. Moreover, antigen-A based
further study could lead to get potent antibody and vaccine.
The SARS-CoV-2 attaches by its spiked protein sub unit 1 (S1)
to the host Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors. The
host natural antibody and lab made and neutralizing monoclonal
antibody can inhibited the interaction of the S-protein and host
ACE2.The membrane fusion is carried out by its S2-proten. The RNA
virus replicate inside the host genome and finally RNA virus released.

Austin Publishing Group

agent remdesivir were dropped out due to unsuccessful potential
against Ebola virus. Later on, the monoclonal antibody MAb114
and REGN-EB3 showed more than 90% survivor rate of Ebola
patients [52]. It was also indicated that antibodies cocktail are more
effective [53]. Moreover, ZIKV-195, a potently neutralizing human
monoclonal antibody, has shown significant therapeutic activity
against Zika virus infection in a mouse model [54].
79.6% genomic sequence similarity and having the same human
ACE2 receptor cells of SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 are the big
scientific evidence opportunities. The potent neutralizing monoclonal
antibody (CR3022, CR3014, m396, S230.15, R302, shown significant
role in neutralization against SARS-CoV-1 [55-58], in recently anti
SARS-CoV-2 antibody was produced through hybridoma technology.
This antibody secreting clone 47D11-showed cross-neutralizing
activity with SARS-CoV-1 S subunit [59].
For potent antibody and effective vaccine development,
identifying the most sensitive amino acid fragment of the target
antigen is very critical issue. Taking the advantage for the new
study similarity in nucleic acid sequence and host ACE2 receptors
in SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 is important. An impressive
study was reported that S1 subunit protein amino acid residue from
318-510 bounds ACE2 host very efficiently than the full length S1
daman (amino acid residue 12-672) [68]. Furthermore, amino acid
residue 327-510 and 318-490 did not detectably bind to detect ACE2.
Interestingly, the major reason was investigated as the reason that
about 7 amino acid cysteine which are 5 of them essential to ACE2
expression and the aspartic acid, glutamic acid amino acid which also
have an important association with ACE2 are found within 318-510
amino acid (aa) residue domains [68].
In the same fashion, recently the receptor-biding domain (RBM)
in the S-protein COVID-19 apparently amino acid residue (Gln493)
showed favorable interactions with human ACE2 and the binding
sites of S protein COVID-19 to human ACE2 were identified as
residues 455, 486, 493, 501, and 505.45 So that, taking those critical
scientific evidence could lead to produce robust neutralizing antibody
and vaccine against COVID-19.

Identify the Immunogenic Epitope and
Produce Monoclonal Antibody against
COVID-19

Surprisingly, recent study reported that, the monoclonal antibody
CR3022 only showed a cross reactivity of SARS-Cov-1 with spiked
protein of COVID-19. However, m396 and CR3014 failed to bind the
RBD of COVID-19 [55]. This CR3022 is developed from convalescent
serum SARS-CoV-1 patient B lymphocyte single chain variable
antibody fragment (scFv) phage display library [57]. This antibody
is targeted a C-terminal of sensitive amino acid residue from 318510 of spiked protein RBD SARA-CoV-1 Moreover, this antibody
is targeted spiked protein of RBD. 55 Similar study was reported
only ACE2-non-blocking SARS-CoV-1 RBD antibodies was shown
a positive cross reactivity with COVID-19 [19]. Thus, we suggest
that further more studies and CR3022 may have the therapeutic and
diagnostic potential alone or in combination with other neutralizing
antibodies, for the prevention and treatment of COVID-19 infections.
Production of novel antibody and vaccine based on those very
important scientific backgrounds is an urgent needed [55].

In recently years, monoclonal antibody plays a tremendous role
in therapeutic and diagnostics of much life-threatening infectious
disease [51]. In the year of 2019, ZMapp antibody and the antiviral

Plasma serum containing polyclonal antibody from fully recovered
patient is as an immediate optional therapy against COVID-19
to slowdown spread and save lives [25]. However, getting enough

In recently from Singapore, a robust serological test to detect
neutralizing antibodies was carried out. The results showed that
antibody-mediated blockage of the interaction between ACE2
receptor protein with its receptor-binding domain and it achieved
99.93% specificity and 95-100% sensitivity including antibody
responses to several human coronaviruses [50].
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recovered volunteer donors and transfusion compatibility remind as
big challenges. In order to overcome this drawback, improved method
for EBV (Epstein–Barr virus) immortalization transformation of
human B cells which secrets a neutralization antibody have been
developed [69,70] interestingly, specific monoclonal antibody isolated
from EBV transformed B cell of patients recovered from severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV-1) infection
resulted in vitro neutralizing efficiency from 10-8M to 10-11M [71].
Surprisingly, monoclonal antibody CR3022 which was developed
from B cell SARS-CoV-1 recovered patients showed a dramatic cross
reactivity binding potential for COVID-19 [55]. Blood group O
individuals were shown very low risk of infection against COVID-19.
Moreover, convalescent plasma taking from O blood group recovered
individuals results better efficacy [12,13,23]. Taking all together,
isolation of specific monoclonal antibody from EBV transformed B
lymphocyte of fully recover ABO blood group typically O could be an
effective approach at this very critical emergency time to overcome
COVID-19 pandemic.

Conclusion and Future Perspectives
In 21st century, COVID-19 is the most contagious pathogen
and remained as big challenge globally. Vaccine promotes our body
to produce antibody against targeted antigens most are helpful
for preventive than treatment. By July 2020, there is no licensed
drug or vaccine against COVI-19. Globally, unemployment rate
is increasing and consequence world economic crises. Very urgent
vaccine and antibody development against COVID-19 is necessary.
We summarized our manuscript in the following key points. 1) In
order to slow down the fast spread, use a convalescent plasma therapy
as an immediate therapy from fully recovered COVID-19 patents. 2)
O blood group individuals are not susceptible against COVID-19 as
compare non-O blood group. Convalescent plasma therapy taken
from O recovered individuals was shown good result for vulnerable
people eventually for risky pregnant woman. Hence, ABO blood
group genes involvement in related to COVID-19 outbreak further
more study is encouraged. 3) Potent neutralizing monoclonal
antibody can be isolated from EBV transformed immortal B cells of
fully recovered COVID-19 O blood group patient. 4) Histo‐blood
group antigens which are responsible for ABO blood group and
COVID-19 are highly expressed on epithelial cells of respiratory
tracts. anti-A antibody containing plasma from O blood and lab
produced anti-A monoclonal antibody inhibited the interaction of
SARS Co-V S-protein and ACE2 host receptor. So that, further study
based on this may have effective results for COVID-19 vaccine design
and antibody production. 5) Identify the efficient RBD of spiked
glycoprotein of COVID-19. The domain which contains 318-510
amino acid residues have targeted amino acid residues to express
ACE2 and RBD binding affinity hence, this domain based urgent
vaccine and antibody development is important.
COVID-19 lack the necessary machinery to self-replicate and it
dependent on the host cell machinery for propagation. Taking drastic
prevention and control methods by the individual community helps
to slow down the rapid COVID-19 pandemic and create a window
time for the scientific researchers to develop effective vaccine and
antibody as long-term goal is necessary.
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